Looking for a Job

Pre-reading

Questions:
- Are you looking for a job?
- Do you know where to look for a job?

Definitions:
- Advertisement – a notice that tells about goods or services for sale or for hire
- Library – a place with lots of books, and other information
- Workforce Center – a place that helps people find jobs

Reading

Are you looking for a job? Sam is looking for a job. He wants to work in a store.

Sam’s friend, Juan, just found a job. Juan told Sam where he looked for a job.

Juan looked in the local newspaper. The newspaper has advertisements for jobs. He read all the advertisements for jobs.

Juan looked at the public library. He asked for help. Some of the information was on the computer.

Juan looked for “Help Wanted” signs. He talked to store owners to ask about a job.

He told his friends he was looking for a job. Juan’s friends told him about jobs where they worked.

Juan visited the Workforce Center. The people there want to help you find a job. The person there told Juan about a job. Juan got that job.

Juan hopes that Sam will find a job too.
Understanding

1. Who is looking for a job?

2. Where does Sam want to work?

3. Name two places Juan looked for a job.

4. What is a Workforce Center?

5. Who found a job?

Writing

Choice A: Where have you looked for a job?

Choice B: In your own words, tell where Juan looked for his job.